Comparison of an ab initio calculation of the CO-Ar P(2) line shape with high-resolution measurements AIP Conf. Proc. 645, 161 (2002) We present measurements of the shifts and widths of the rovibrational lines of the fundamental band of CO highly diluted in He and Ar at 296 K. The shifts are decomposed into parts odd and even in the line number, m. These are then compared with close coupled calculations carried out with the best known interaction potentials. There is general agreement between the calculated and measured values of the broadening and shifting. Furthermore, the results illustrate that the decomposition of the shifts into parts, odd and even in m, is a powerful tool for separating out the relative contributions of the isotropic and anisotropic part of the interaction to the shifts and which part needs to be corrected if there is a discrepancy. Thus, shift measurements can be added to the list of experiments that may be used to determine reliable interaction potentials. The results also show, given a potential, that close coupled calculations are accurate and could be used to confirm or establish empirical models of the temperature dependence of the broadening or shifting, etc. Such modeling is important at atmospheric physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several reasons for the recent increased interest in spectral line shapes. One is the number of observations that are at variance with the conventional speed-independent line-shape models ͑Lorentzian or Voigt͒. These deviations are now being detected due to the ever increasing precision and sensitivity associated with laser-based spectrometers and pose a theoretical challenge as to their detailed explanation. Another reason is the need to model the line shapes for the expanding number of studies of remote sensing of atmospheric constituents. We are concerned with this second area, where the main problem arises from the need to know the absorption profile for a large number of lines for a range of temperature, pressure, and mixture ratios. Departures from simple line-shape models brought on by speed-dependent effects are generally less important under atmospheric conditions. They may become more important in the future as the precision of atmospheric measurements increases.
At this point in time, it might be argued, for molecules of atmospheric interest, that quantal calculations with reasonable but known intermolecular potentials are accurate enough to calculate the widths and shifts of lines, the parameters required for the spectral profile of isolated lines. This argument fails on two counts. First, the potential may not be known or at least in part require a knowledge of the shift or width before it can be determined and second, the sheer size of the problem precludes all but a very limited number of quantal calculations. A practical way around these difficulties is to model the temperature, pressure, and compositional dependence of the broadening and shifting ͑and mixing if required͒ and to justify the model by a combination of laboratory experiments and quantal calculations for a few test cases. We subscribe to this approach and in this paper focus on the justification process, i.e., the use of quantal calculations and experimental results to verify or confirm the potential used in the calculations. Once this has been done for a given composition or perturber, then a few calculations at different temperatures can be performed to justify any empirical temperature dependence of the broadening ͑cf. Refs. 1 and 2͒ and shifting, etc.
For illustrative purposes we examine the case of the fundamental rovibrational band of CO perturbed by He or Ar. For He, at least, we believed that the interaction potential was well known. In the experimental section we report new measurements of the shifts for many P and R branch lines of the fundamental band. Less emphasis is placed on measurements of the widths as these were given previously, albeit at a slightly higher temperature. 3 In the theoretical section we present the results of close coupled quantal calculations followed by a comparison with the experimental data. For the shifts, we follow the pioneering work of Herman 4 by comparing the calculated and measured shifts by first decomposing them into a part symmetric or even in m and a part antisymmetric or odd in m (mϭϪJ for the P branch and mϭJϩ1 for the R branch͒. As shown by Herman ͑using a second-order semiclassical theory͒ this helps to disentangle the effect on the shifts of the isotropic and anisotropic part of the potential. As we shall see below, if there is a disagreement between theory and experiment, such a decomposition aids in identifying which part of the potential needs to be revised. Using any one of a number of semiclassical calculations would fail to resolve such a discrepancy, as there would always be an additional doubt as to the accuracy of the theory itself. 5 On the other hand, full close coupled quantal calculations are, themselves, generally considered to be accurate to about the 1% level for a given potential.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The basic apparatus consists of a difference frequency spectrometer and a conventional two-beam absorption experiment. The spectrometer has previously been described by Duggan et al. 6 To this was added a detector and a second absorption cell containing CO at low pressure. Both absorption spectra were recorded simultaneously, point by point. The second cell provides a frequency marker located essentially at the frequency of the free molecule, for each of the lines studied in the fundamental band. The temperature of the sample cell was 296Ϯ1 K. Two sets of measurements were made, one with CO highly diluted in He and the other with CO highly diluted in Ar. For further experimental details and an example of simultaneously recorded spectra, the reader is referred to Luo et al. 7 As in Ref. 7 , the center of the reference line was determined by fitting it to a Lorentzian profile. For the sample under study, the lines were first decomposed into a Lorentzian profile and an associated dispersion or asymmetric profile. The latter accounts, in principle, for the presence of weak line mixing. 8, 9 It is the center of the strong symmetric component that is used to determine a frequency shift. This is equivalent to the frequency shift of the ''center of gravity'' of the line. In practice, because the amplitude of the asymmetric component is very small, the shifts reported are the same ͑within experimental error͒ as the shifts of the peak of the lines. The widths ͑HWHM͒ were determined from the Lorentzian fit to the symmetric component of each line. These too are essentially unaffected ͑within experimental error͒ by the presence of weak mixing. Figure 1 shows a plot of the shift of the R͑12͒ line of CO in Ar as a function of pressure. The fitted straight line passes through the origin within experimental error ͑Ϯ2 MHz͒. Being proportional to pressure establishes, at least as far as the shifts are concerned, that speed-dependent effects 10,11 may be neglected. We are therefore justified in measuring the shifting coefficient ͑slope of the line in Fig. 1͒ for all other lines by recording the shift at a single pressure of about 50 kPa and dividing by the pressure. The same procedure was used to determine the broadening coefficients.
III. SHIFTING COEFFICIENTS "EXPERIMENTAL…
Shifting coefficients for many P and R branch lines are given in Tables I and II the shifting coefficients in CO-He is very small, being less than 1ϫ10 Ϫ3 cm Ϫ1 /atm for all lines measured. All of the measurements are generally consistent but ours are typically a factor of 5 more precise than those given in Refs. 12 and 14. There is disagreement between our results for the R͑1͒-R͑4͒ line and the measurements of Thibault et al. 13 ͑open squares͒. We note that there are two sets of results reported in Ref. 13 for the first overtone and these often differ by more than the estimated error limits. This represents some experimental basis for preferring the present results over those of Ref. 13 for the four R, low m, lines of the fundamental band of CO-He.
The shifting coefficients in CO-Ar ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ are more negative than in CO-He, reaching values on the order of Ϫ4ϫ10 Ϫ3 cm Ϫ1 /atm in the P branch. Again we see, generally speaking, that all of the measurements are consistent within quoted error limits. The present results are about a factor of 3 more precise than the older measurements 14 and have a precision comparable to the few measurements reported in Refs. 15 and 16. There may be systematic differences between the experiments as they were not all performed at exactly the same temperature. There is limited information available about the temperature dependence of the shifts, 17 but the differences are probably small given the small range of temperature over which the various experiments were carried out. In Figs. 3͑a͒ and 4͑a͒ we present our results alone. In 
This is the decomposition suggested by Herman 4 and which we propose to use as a tool to aid in identifying the source of any error in the potential, should there be a disagreement between accurate quantal calculations and the measurements. The solid lines in Figs. 3͑a͒, 3͑b͒, 3͑c͒, and Fig. 4͑c͒ join the theoretical points, which we explain below.
First, however, we address the question of the reproducibility of our shift measurements. As a test of the reproducibility we reconfigured the difference frequency spectrometer, the ancillary optics and absorption cells, and with independent researchers repeated the measurements of the 4. The results indicate that our measurements are very reliable but perhaps a more realistic estimate of the 1 error bar would be about 0.2ϫ10 Ϫ3 cm Ϫ1 /atm for most of the lines. For the low m lines the error will be higher since these lines are much broader ͓see Fig. 5͑b͒ below͔ and thus more difficult to measure. It is the average error bar of 0.2 ϫ10 Ϫ3 cm Ϫ1 that is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The corresponding average error bars for Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒ are thus 0.14 ϫ10 Ϫ3 cm Ϫ1 .
IV. BROADENING COEFFICIENTS "EXPERIMENTAL…
The measured broadening coefficients ͑HWHM/atm͒ are listed in Tables III and IV and plotted in Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒. Upon examination of the tables, we see that the corresponding P and R branch lines have the same coefficient to almost three significant figures. In Ref. 3 we compared our room temperature results with earlier measurements. Here, we note that the new measurements for both CO-He and CO-Ar ͑filled circles͒ are consistent with our earlier measurements 3 at 301.5 K ͑open circles͒, provided the broadening coefficients, ␥, satisfy the accepted scaling law, ␥T N equal to a constant, with N set at a typical value of 0.7.
2 Nevertheless, we consider the earlier results to be the more reliable as more attention was paid in Ref. 3 to those experimental details that influence the width ͑but not the frequency͒ measurements. Note the very expanded vertical scale in Fig. 5͑a͒ . The broadening in CO-He only varies by 10% with changing line number. In CO-Ar, the variation with varying m is by a factor of 2. In Fig. 5 , the solid lines connect the theoretical values, which we now explain.
V. THEORY
Neglecting speed-dependent effects and using the impact approximation for isolated lines, the line-shape function for a spectral line, (v i , j i →v f , j f ), is Lorentzian 9 with a width and shift given by the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of a thermally averaged cross section f i
(1) according to
where xϭE k /k B T is the normalized relative kinetic energy, ͗v͘ the mean relative speed, n p the number density of the perturbers, T the temperature and k B Boltzmann's constant.
In the close coupling theory of Fano and Ben Reuven, the cross section 18, 19 is given by a sum over scattering matrices, as follows: 
Here, J is the total angular momentum, l the partial wave collisional angular momentum, k the collisional wave number, and primes indicate postcollisional values. The various momenta are combined through the 6 j symbols, ͕ ͖. The S matrices required for Eq. ͑2͒ are obtained by solving a standard scattering problem. The most widely used program for this purpose is the MOLSCAT code of Hutson and Green, 20 which employs a space-fixed coordinate frame. 21 In the present work we use MOLCOL, 22 a computer code which uses a coordinate system fixed at the center of mass of a colliding pair with the z axis chosen as the line joining the centers of mass of the projectile and target. 23 Here, the pressure broadening cross sections are related to the irreducible components of the S matrix 24 -26 through the equation
where ÄlÀlЈ is now the angular momentum transferred during the collision. Coupling between different vibrational manifolds is much smaller than coupling among rotational levels within a given vibrational level and is neglected in Eq. ͑3͒, i.e., we neglect the contribution of vibrationally inelastic collisions. Thus, the scattering equations become block diagonal in v and may be solved separately for each vibrational level. The Johnson log derivative propagator 27 was used to solve the equations. The propagation was carried out from a minimum distance of 2. asymptotic limit͒. All energetically open rotational levels of CO and at least three ͑for He͒ or five ͑for Ar͒ closed channels were included at each total energy. No limits were set for the orbital ͑l͒ and total ͑J͒ angular momentum numbers. The sum over partial waves in Eq. ͑3͒ was extended to obtain converged cross sections to 1% or better. For example, more than 200 partial waves were taken into account for CO-Ar at a total energy of 377 K.
For CO-He, calculations were performed in the ground vibrational state for a grid of 33 total energies from 5 to 1000 K. Then, a similar grid was generated for the upper vibrational level. The thermal average in Eq. ͑1͒ was carried out using common routines. For CO-Ar, calculations were made only for the mean kinetic energy ͗E k ͘ϭ4kT/ ͑see below͒.
The CO rovibrational energies were taken from the HITRAN database. 28 Before comparing theory and experiment, we first examine two aspects of the calculations. We begin with an examination of the importance of taking a thermal average. Most semiclassical calculations assume that an explicit average over E k is not necessary and that the cross section may be determined by performing a single calculation at the kinetic energy corresponding to the mean relative velocity, i.e., at an energy equal to 4k B T/. Using the known interaction potential for CO-He, 29 we have tested this approximation by performing full quantal calculations of the shifts of the pure rotational band, one by thermal averaging over energy and one at a single kinetic energy associated with the relative velocity. Figure 6͑a͒ compares the two calculated shifts, ␦ 0 -0 (mϾ0). The results show that there is reasonable agreement for most of the values of m examined. For the case of CO-Ar, where the potential is not well known and given that the full calculations are time consuming, we use the above result to justify calculations only at the mean speed. For CO-He, where the potential is well known, the full calculations were done.
In the Introduction we implied that we would compare experimental results with quantal calculations but interpret the results using relationships between shifts that have only been established using a semiclassical theory. As an example, our second test justifies this assumption for one of the relationships. Once again, using the CO-He potential, we carry out a full quantal calculation of the shifts but now for the fundamental P and R branch. We wish to compare the shifts for the fundamental ͑vibrational͒ band to the shifts for the pure rotational band. As shown in the Appendix, using general properties of the semiclassical theory and with reasonable assumptions, the shifts, ␦ 0 -0 (mϾ0), ␦ 0 -1 (mϾ0), and 
VI. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

A. Shifting in CO-He
In Fig. 3͑b͒ we compare the present shifting measurements in CO-He with the thermally averaged quantal calculations of ␦ e 0 -1 , that part of the shifts in the fundamental band of CO that is symmetric or even in the line number. In  Fig. 3͑c͒ , we compare theoretical and experimental values of ␦ o 0 -1 , that part of the shift that is antisymmetric or odd in line number. We see that the experimental and theoretical values of ␦ o 0 -1 are in excellent agreement. Based on the semiclassical theory we conclude that the anisotropic part of the CO-He potential, as given by Heijmen et al., 29 is correct. ͑Note, in passing, if we had used the shifts of the first few R lines reported in Ref. 13 there would have been a significant disagreement between theory and experiment for these lines. This is a further indication that the present results are the more reliable for these lines.͒ From Fig. 3͑b͒ we see that there is a factor of 2 disagreement between theory and experiment in the case of that part of the shifts that is even in line number. Therefore, we conclude that the vibrational dependence of the isotropic part of the potential for CO-He needs to be revised. Reid et al. 30 found a similar disagreement when comparing calculated and measured vibrationally inelastic cross sections. However, the present results alone cannot be used to revise the potential. The shifts from the short-range and the long-range interaction usually have opposite signs, 31 so that the net shift is temperature dependent. It remains to be shown if shift measurements at different temperatures will be sufficient to determine the vibrational dependence of the isotropic part of the interaction potential.
B. Shifting in CO-Ar
The most precisely determined potential for CO-Ar is that of Toczylowski et al. 32 It contains the angular dependence but no vibrational dependence of the CO-Ar interaction. Nevertheless, we can still calculate ␦ o 0 -1 , that part of the shift that is odd in m. As we saw in Fig. 6͑b͒ for CO-He, ␦ o 0 -1 is well approximated for mϾ0 by ␦ 0 -0 , a quantity that depends only on the anisotropic part of the molecular interaction. ͑A semiclassical proof of equality of the two shifts is given in the Appendix.͒ We use this relationship for the COAr, close coupled calculations. With the objective of reducing the computational time, we carry out the quantum close coupled calculations at only the mean relative kinetic energy, an approximation which was justified above. It is the value of ␦ 0 -0 (mϾ0) calculated for CO-Ar ͑making both approximations͒ that is plotted in Fig. 4͑c͒ . The level of agreement between theory and experiment in Fig. 4͑c͒ is exceptional. It is only for values of ͉m͉ below 3 or 4 that the level of disagreement between theory and experiment may be significant. However, as noted above, we have probably underestimated the error bars for these broad lines and furthermore we cannot completely rule out the approximations made in the calculations as a source of small discrepancies between theory and experiment. Thus, we are not concerned about the small differences in Fig. 4͑c͒ . Finally, we remind the reader that the symmetric component of the shift may not be calculated without a knowledge of the vibrational dependence of the interaction and thus we cannot give a theoretical ͑solid͒ line in Figs. 4͑a͒ or 4͑b͒ for CO-Ar.
C. Broadening in CO-He
In Fig. 5͑a͒ we see that the present measurements of the broadening coefficients, ␥ 0 -1 , at 296 K ͑solid points͒ are systematically higher than the values calculated for CO-He ͑solid line͒ by about 1%. This is well above the estimated uncertainty of 0.1% in the experimental values. There are several possible sources of the discrepancy. Two of these are ͑i͒ the potential may be slightly in error; ͑ii͒ we may not be justified in ignoring the speed dependence of the broadening. When the relaxation rates are speed dependent, it is not correct to equate a thermally averaged relaxation rate to the width of a line. 9 However, for atmospheric modeling or for establishing scaling laws, agreement at the 1% level is very satisfactory. In passing, we note that the calculations themselves have a numerical limit of accuracy but the lack of a smooth behavior that is apparent in plots of the calculated values versus line number is real and is probably associated with residual quantization effects and not with numerical errors ͑cf. Fig. 2 in Ref. 13 , where significant ''irregularities'' with varying m are apparent͒.
D. Broadening in CO-Ar
The broadening, ␥, depends both upon the vibrational and the orientational variation of the interaction potential ͑cf. Ref. 14 for a semiclassical justification of this statement͒. However, it is well known that CO broadening cross sections, in contrast to the shifting cross sections, depend only slightly on vibration 14 and consequently are almost band independent. For the broadening in CO-Ar ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒, we see that our close coupling results for the pure rotational band are in reasonable agreement with the observed values in the 0-1 band, although our calculations are 5% too large at very low values of ͉m͉ and 2% too low for ͉m͉у10. Perhaps the small discrepancy can be attributed to the use of only a mean speed in the quantal calculations.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented experimental measurements of the shift in the P and R branch lines of the fundamental band of CO perturbed by He and Ar. We have compared these measurements and measurements of the broadening coefficients with full close coupled quantal calculations. We have shown that a decomposition of the shifts into components even ͑symmetric͒ and odd ͑antisymmetric͒ in the line number is beneficial to unraveling the contributions to the shifts of different parts of the interaction. It has long been a practice of theoreticians to test potential energy surfaces using thermodynamic data ͑PVT͒, transport coefficients, dimer spectra, etc. We have shown that shifts promise to be useful to the same end and in particular that the shifts symmetric in m may provide, along with inelastic vibrational cross sections, a sensitive test of the vibrational dependence of the interaction. For example, we have shown for CO-He that the vibrational dependence of the isotropic interaction needs to be revised. For CO-Ar we essentially confirmed the orientational part of the interaction potential. Overall we have shown, once the potentials are established, that close coupled quantal calculations are reliable and could be used to justify any empirical model of the temperature dependence of broadening and shifting, etc., of isolated lines. The calculations can be extended to simple diatom-diatom interactions. 33 However, from a practical point of view, we are still somewhat removed from being able to extend the process to molecule-molecule interaction, for the more complex molecules that are relevant to atmospheric work.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we prove, given reasonable approximations, that the P and R branch shifts contain a term, arising from the anisotropic interaction between the active diatomic molecule and a perturbing atom, that is antisymmetric or odd in m. For all semiclassical calculations, the shifting cross section at a temperature T is given by
where f i (E) is given by
Here, the fundamental quantity Im͓⌬(E,b)͔ is a reduced shifting cross section. It is given in terms of matrix elements of the diffusion operator, S, by
͑A3͒
If the atom-diatom potential is written as the sum V(R,,r)ϭV i (R,r e )ϩVЈ, where V i (R,r e ) is the isotropic or spherically symmetric part of the potential at the equilibrium CO length, r e , and VЈ is the rest, then S(b,E) is a timeordered series given by
where VЈ is VЈ in the ''interaction picture.'' Writing the total potential as the sum of an isotropic and an anisotropic part, VЈ becomes VЈϭ⌬V i ϩV a , where ⌬V i ϭV i (R,r) ϪV i (R,r e ). The anisotropic part of the potential, V a , may be expanded in Legendre polynomials as V a ϭ ͚ l V l (R,r) P l (cos ).
So far, we have outlined the general semiclassical theory of the shifts. We now make several simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that vibrationally inelastic processes may be ignored. Thus, only the elements of VЈ, diagonal in v, need be calculated, i.e., all we need calculated are ͗v͉⌬V i (R,r)͉v͘ and ͚ l ͗v͉V l (R,r)͉v͘P l (cos ). Next, we assume that the vibrational dependence of the anisotropic part of the potential is weak so that ͗v͉V l ͉v͘ becomes independent of v. If, in addition, we neglect vibration-rotation interaction we can evaluate it at the equilibrium position, r e . Consequently V a acts only on the rotational states ͉J,m͘. Of course, ⌬V i (R,r) acts only on the vibrational states ͉v͘ and not on ͉J,m͘. Collecting this all together allows us to write the quantity of interest, Im ⌬(E,b), as We can now compare the shifts in the P and R branches for the same values of the line number. Or, which is the same, we compare the shift of the P(Jϩ1) line with the shift of the R(J) line. For R(J) we have j i ϭJ, j f ϭJϩ1, and a net anisotropic phase shift of ͓ r (J)Ϫ r (Jϩ1)͔. For P(J ϩ1) we have j i ϭJϩ1, j f ϭJ, and a net anisotropic phase shift of ͓ r (Jϩ1)Ϫ r (J)͔, the same in magnitude as for the R(J) line but opposite in sign. We have therefore shown that the shifts have a part, sin͓ r (j r )Ϫ r (j f )͔, arising only from the anisotropic interaction, which is odd in m. There is also a part of the shift, arising from both isotropic and anisotropic interactions, v cos͓ r (j i )Ϫ r (j f )͔, that is even in m.
As an aside, note that one can claim that the pure vibrational phase shift, v , is partly ''screened'' by a term, cos͓ r (j i ) Ϫ r (j f )͔, coming from the anisotropic part of the potential.
For the pure rotational band, v i ϭv f , and the vibrational phase is zero. It therefore follows from Eqs. ͑A2͒ to ͑A8͒ that the shifts of the pure rotational band vary as sin͓ r (j i ) Ϫ r (j f )͔ϭsin͓ r (J)-r (Jϩ1)͔. Thus, the shifts of the rotational lines are equal to the odd component of the shifts of the R lines of the vibrational band. In other words, the semiclassical theory, with reasonable approximations, predicts 
